
Let’s Quilt a Real Quilt! [Putting your Westalee rulers to work.] 
 
You’ve done plenty of “practicing” on little quilt sandwiches; now’s the time to work on a real quilt with seams, 

sashing, borders and real-world scenarios. Using a simple, traditional-type quilt, learn how to plan and pick your 
designs, deal with normal quilt issues, getting around corners in the borders and whatever else happens when 
you quilt. None of this is very difficult it’s just the next step and knowing the tips and tricks will make it go more 
easily for you. This is for all levels – we’ll plan your quilt with that in mind. 

 
Supplies List: 

Your “good” sewing machine – make sure it’s cleaned and working well. 

Ruler work supplies – ruler foot, quilters table, glider sheet and any ruler-work templates you own.  

A quilt to work on: Could be an existing quilt with little to no quilting yet or a new project. You can bring more than 

one to start and plan if you’d like. [Top, backing and cotton batting] 

1. Approx. 45” at largest measurement [baby quilt, table topper, table runner, not placemats], teaches 

handling more than a practice sandwich, working with seams, how to sandwich layers 

2. Must have some repetitive traditional blocks. For example – a four patch and a plain block, or a nine 

patch and a snowball, Log Cabin, etc. Learn what design works in what type of block. Learn 

“auditioning” technique and repeat it to reinforce. We’ll approach block by block so it’s less 

intimidated on a big quilt.  

3. Sashing optional – how to deal with small narrow areas 

4. Must have at least one border – learn how to “turn corners” with your design and figure design 

choice and size to best fit.  

5. No whole cloth quilts, no fussy little piecing, just straightforward traditional blocks.                

Questions? E-mail Adele at asds@adelescott.com  

 

A few colors of thread to coordinate with your quilt. A shade darker usually looks good but doesn’t stand out as much. 

Exactly the same and you don’t even see all the great work you’ve done, but don’t go too high in contrast in the 

beginning either. All-purpose polyester like Mettler Metrosene or 50w cotton is good.  

 

General Sewing Supplies – scissors, markers, pins, cutter, rulers etc. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Prep:  

Press the back of your quilt so seams are laying in the proper direction and flat. Use a clapper and steam for bumpy 

seam joints. [We’ll discuss and demo this.]  

 

Make sure borders are flat. [Always measure several areas to get the average measure of what the borders should be 

cut to, then quarter up the sides and border to pin and sew.] 

 

Cut backing and batting a bit larger than front 

Sandwich layers together by pressing with an iron with steam. Let it cool before flipping and doing the other side, then 

let cool before moving.  No pins or basting! 
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